My target GCSE grade is: [ ] Aspirational grade: [ ]

PROGRESS BUILDER - Update your student progress builder after every GAP assessment and see your progress grow.

KD
RI

ET

M

DD

TOY BOAT
FOOD
2D CAD
GRAPHICS
CASTING & TORCH
BUG RACER
**How to use my D&T GAP Journal**

1. Carefully read the feedback from your teachers.
2. Check the amount of progress stars you have been awarded and add them to your progress builder.
3. Set different targets for yourself throughout the year.
4. Always write in full sentences.

---

**RI**  
**Research & Investigation**  
Show an understanding of the project  
Know and consider who you are designing for.  
Be able to plan what to do next.  
Be able to use your research to help you design.

**DD**  
**Design and Development**  
Generate unique design ideas.  
Communicate ideas well using sketches or a computer.  
Explain your ideas fully.  
Model your ideas and make changes.  
Consider society and environmental issues.

**M**  
**Making**  
Use tools and equipment safely and correctly.  
Work with a variety of materials.  
Use measuring devices accurately.  
Follow instructions well and work independently.

**ET**  
**Evaluation and Testing**  
Recap on the project.  
Say what went well & what could go better next time.  
Gain other students opinions.  
Test the product to see if it functions well.

**KC**  
**Knowledge and Communication**  
Make clear decisions regarding your work.  
Be able to use technical vocabulary.  
Be able to show an understanding of materials and processes.  
Present your work creativity showing organisation.